$8,870
Simply having trees on your street can increase property values by an average of $8,870.¹

20%
Landscaping on your property, especially if it includes trees, can increase its value by up to twenty percent.²

GREAT NEIGHBORHOODS ARE MADE UP OF MORE THAN NICE HOUSES AND GOOD SCHOOLS.

TREES MAKE THE PLACES WE LIVE FEEL LIKE HOME

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR ENERGY BILLS
Correctly planted trees can save 20–50% in energy used.¹

For summer savings:
The net cooling effect of a young, healthy tree is equivalent to 10 room-size air conditioners operating 20 hours a day.³

For winter savings:
Trees planted as windbreaks can reduce heating costs by 10–25%.¹

IMPROVE YOUR MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH.
Access to nature can improve mental health and reduce symptoms of conditions like ADHD. Conversely, lack of access can worsen mental health, resulting in depression and anxiety.⁴

TREES REDUCE POLLUTION IN THE AIR AND WATER.
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